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Marriage, as often being termed, is sacred and a life-changing

event in one's life. It requires a special skill for a matchmaker to

assist one to find a suitable match and yes: willingness to serve.

Despite the boom and successes achieved ...
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About Us

Marriage, as often being termed, is sacred and a life-changing event in one's life. It requires a special

skill for a matchmaker to assist one to find a suitable match and yes: willingness to serve. Despite the

boom and successes achieved by many players there was a void due to disorganisation and

unethical exploitation. What went missing was that 'Humane Touch' and accountability. Monetary

benefit overshadowed responsibility. The societal dimensions of matrimony, especially in India, just

could not be ignored.Founder of Shyam Milan Matrimonial  With a refreshing outlook above the

mundane it serves as a unique platform where prospective brides and grooms find each other.

Dedicated towards building matrimonial alliances and creating successful marriages this matrimonial

site is ideal for those serious about marriage. In such a short span of time, this next generation

matrimonial site has already carved a niche amongst the elite brands as one of the most sought after

online matrimonial service providers of modern India. The website has the most vibrant community of

eligible singles willing to get married and start a family. It features prospects from various walks of life

i.e. Physician, Engineers, IT Professionals, Software Engineers, Professors, Teachers,

Entrepreneurs, Industrialist, Businessmen, Self Employed, Employees in private & public sectors etc.

This comprehensive matrimony portal provides ample choice in terms of community, caste, city and

more. One...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Shyam Milan
Contact Person: Anuj Kumar

Durga Chowk 
Roorkee - 247667, Uttarakhand, India
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